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I. IN~~RODUCTION 
In this paper all rings are (commutative) Noetherian integral domains and 
all modules are finitely generated. \\:e will say that a domain R has projective 
modulus k if every projective R-module is the direct sum of a free module and 
a module of rank :-’ h, and if/z is the least integer for which this is true. Then 
Serre’s structure theorem (Theorem I of [7]; see also Theorem 8.2 of [I]) 
amounts to the inequality 
proj. mod. R dim max R 
(max R is the maximal spectrum of R), and there are examples to show that 
this bound on the projective modulus is the best possible in the genera1 case 
(see for example [9], Theorem 3). Hovvever there are important special 
cases in which the bound can be improved, the most notable being Seshadri’s 
Theorem ([8]; see also [3], [2], and [6]), in which the bound is reduced to 0 
for a class of rings whose maximal spectra in general have dimension 2. 
In this paper we present another class of rings, not too far removed from 
affine rings, for which the bound can he improved significantly (although 
not always to 0). These rings are defined, and the main theorem proved, in 
Section 2; in Section 3 we examine the maxima1 spectra of some of the rings 
in question, and demonstrate the relation of our results to Serre’s Theorem. 
2. THE PROJEVTIVE Rionu~us 
Let F be a field and K a normal extension field of F of degree ct. Then K 
is a simple extension ofF; say K mm= F[B], and let 
+(A) == A” -I- a,~&,X”-’ ... k a,X + a, EF[h] 
be the minimum polynomial of 0 with coefficients in F. Let S, ,..., S,y be 
independent indeterminants over R, let 1 be a prime idea1 in K[X] =m 
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K[X, ,..., .X,<] for which F is a field of definition, and let 1,) = I n F[X]. 
Then I -.- K1” , and 1,) is, of course, a prime ideal in F[S]. Let 
R == K[<qu 
and 
R,, = F[S]i’Z,,; 
then R := KR,, - h- isF R,, , and the inclusion map F -+ K induces a 
monomorphism 
R, * F OF R,, - hy C51,F R,, 2 R 
which we will treat as an identification; thus we consider R,, to be contained 
in R. Note that R is the free R,,-module with basis 
{I, 0, I!?1 )...) o”-‘), 
and that our embedding is the map Y,) - r. * 1. 
Let I7 he the variety of I in F", that is, 
r7 T {cx) == (x1 ,..., A,~) E F" 1 p(x) = 0 for all p E I}; 
we will assume throughout that V f 4. The elements of K[X] define 
functions from V into K in the obvious way, and the elements of 1 act 
trivially, so we have an induced action of R on I’, given as follows: If Y c: R 
and p(X) E K[X] is any representative of r, then y(x) = p(x) for all x E IT. 
In particular, of course, the elements of R, act on V, and these elements 
take on values in F. 
Let IV be any nonempty subset of V, let 
S,,(W) = {Y(, t R,, r,,(x) f 0 for all .v E Wj 
and 
S(W) =m {Y E R 1 r(x) ;t 0 for all s E W). 
These arc clearly multiplicative systems in R, and R, respectively, and do 
not contain 0, so the rings of quotients 
(R&w) > Rs,(w) 3 and R.Q w) 
are all defined. Of course R, and R are both integral domains, so these are 
ordinary rings of quotients and the following maps are monomorphisms: 
R, - -----• R 
CR&(w) - Rs,w) - Rscw) ;
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we will consider all these maps as inclusions. Note that Rs,(,+,) is the free 
(R,)s,(W)-module with basis 
{I, 8, fl” ,..., V’j, 
and that the inclusion (Ro)s,(w) - R,s,tw) is the map a - n . 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. The elements of S( W) are units in RS,cW, . 
Proof. Let G be the Galois group of K over F. Each ~1 E G extends in the 
usual way to an automorphism of K[S], which we will also denote by LY, 
so G can be thought of as acting on K[X], and the set of fixed points of G 
under this action is clearly F[X]. For any p E K[X] define 
then 
plv(p) -= rj (p+ ~= rj ap _ N(P), 
CXEG ,IE(; 
so N(p) E F[X]. If x E II’ the coordinates of s are all in F, so 
(aP&4 : (~PX4 4PC41 
for every c1 E G; hence (ap)(~) = 0 if and only if p(x) = 0, and [N(P)](X) =- 
0 if and only if p(x) = 0 also. 
Now let p be such that p + I E S(W), that is, P(X) + 0 for all x E IV. 
Then [N(p)](x) f 0 also, so N(p) ml- I E S(W) n R, = S,(W); hence 
N(p) -j+ I is a unit in RSOcw) , and p ! I divides N(p) $- 1, so p + I is a 
unit also. 
COROLLARY 2.2. R,(,, == Rs,cw) . 
Let M be an R,(,)-module. Since (R,)s,(Wj C Rscw) , M is also an (Ro)qwj- 
module, and to avoid confusion we will denote this (R,),O(W)-module by M,, . 
Recall that a vector m E M is called unimodular ([I], Section 6) if there is an 
R .(,I-module homomorphism g : M + Rscw) such that g(m) = 1. Since an 
(R,),O(W)-module homomorphism need not, in general, be an R,(W,-module 
homomorphism, it is quite conceivable that m could be unimodular as an 
element of M0 and not be unimodular as an element of M. Our next lemma 
says that in the present context this cannot happen. 
hVIMA 2.3. iz vector which is &modular in M,, is also unimodular in 111. 
Proof. Let m, be a unimodular vector in fMO; then there is an (R,)qw,- 
module homomorphism f : MO + (RJSO(,, such that f(m,,) = I. Recall that 
+(A) = Ad + ad_lx”pl -L ... -k a,X ; a,, 
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is the minimum polynomial of 0 over F, and define g : 142 + Rscw) by 
for all m F M (ad is understood to be 1). Then g is automatically an (Ro)sO~,v~- 
module homomorphism, and 
d d--P 
= c 1 eGz,+,f(s”m) 
I;-1 i-0 
d-l&L 
~-,f(e"m) -1 1 c Bk,,,c,f(e%z) 
!c=l i=o 
d-l d--l d-k 
d-l d-k 
:= --aof + c 1 &z,+$..(e%z) 
I;=1 is1 
d--l d-l d-P-1 
= c e”“u,+,f(m) !- 1 1 e~+‘u~.,~,.lf(e%z) 
i=O h.=l iso 
d-l d-k-1 
It then follows by induction on j that g(Ojm) = @g(m) for all j, and hence 
that g is an I?,(,,-module homomorphism, since the elements 1, O,..., @-1 
van hw) [= %,wl as an (&)s,(w)-module. 
By definition of g 
d-l it-1 d-l-j 
dmO) = zTo oiai+lf(mO) + C C oiui+ji-lf(eimo) 
jlzl i=O 
d-2 d-l d-l-j 
-= Ode1 + C ~iai+lf(mO) + C 1 eiu~+j+lf(~~~o)~ 
i=O j-1 i=O 
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since ad andf(m,) are both I. The elements a,. andf(Hjm,,) are all in (Ro)s,cw) , 
so for any x E W, [ak.f(@m,)](x) E F and 
,l&:! 
&(792,,)(x) = 8” 1 1 @bi 9 
i-n 
with the hi’s all in F. Since 1, O,..., I)“-’ are linearly independent over F 
it follows that g(q,)(x) ;Ir 0 for all s t IV, and hence that ,y(m,,) E S(W). 
Then ~(m,,) is a unit in R,c,, , so q, is unimodular in M. 
Xow we are ready for our main result. 
TKEOREM 2.4. Let F be a $eld, K a normal extension field of E’ of degree d, 
and I a prime ideal in K[S] K[AY, ,..., -1-J for which F is ajield qf definition. 
Let I,, =:= In F[-Y], R m= K[S],‘I, am/ R,, m= FIS]jIn . Let 
W be any nonempty subset qf l-, 
5’(W) {r < R j r(x) I% 0 for all x E W), 
and S,,(W) y- S( IV) n R,, . Then 
proj. mod. Rs(,,,) 1 f [proj. mod. (R&,(,+q]. 
Z’roqf. Let n be the projective modulus of (R,,),O(w) and let P be a projcc- 
tive Rscw)- module of rank --- n,!d; \vc must show that P then contains a uni- 
modular vector. Let 0 bc such that P 0‘ Q [RscwJ’ for some t. Then 
P,, 0 Q,, ~~ [R,(,,,]h , which is a free (Rn)s,(W)-module since Rscw) itself is; 
hence P(, is a projective (R,,)s,(,+,)-module. Yectors pI ,..., P,; E P are linearly 
independent over Rscw) if and only if the elements @pi, for i z O,..., d ~ 1 
and j =m I,..., k, are linearly independent over (R,Js,(,+,) , so the rank of I’,, 
is d times the rank of P, and hence greater than 92. Then P,, contains a uni- 
modular vector by Serrc’s Theorem, and by Lemma 2.3 this same vector is 
unimodular in I’. 
We mention cxplicitlv two special cases. 
C’OROLIJmY 2.5. Let F be a.field, K a normal estension field of F of de<rree d, 
and 
s {p t K[‘Y, ,..., zY,] p(x) -2 0 for all x E I;‘“]. 
Then the projective modulus of K[S], is :I: n/d, and if 91 < 2d all projective 
K[S],-modules are free. 
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Proof. Take I = (0) and W 7 I’ (: 8’“) in the theorem; then of course 
R = k’[-Y] and R, == F[X]. By Serre’s Theorem 
proj. mod. (R&J~) .< dim mas (Ro)s,(w) 
.> ’ Krull dim (R,&J~) :: Krull dim R, = n, 
so the first statement in the corollary follows directly from the theorem. 
If n/d < 2 every projective K[X],- module is then the direct sum of a free 
module and a projective module of rank I. But iYIXls, being a ring of 
quotients of a unique factorization domain, is itself a unique factorization 
domain, so its projective modules of rank 1 are free; hence in this case all the 
projective I<[S],-modules are free. 
~'OROLI.ARY 2.6. Let R be the veal nunzhers, C the complex numhws, 
I a prime ideal in C[S] ~ C[S, ,..., X,] baaing R ns a field of dqfinition, LUXI! 
-1 C[S]/l.Let 
and 
and let II be the transcendence degree of A ozey C. Then proj. mod. As -:: $2. 
Proof Let A,, = R[X]j1 n R[S]. Then .-I = C4,, , so the transcendence 
degree of A,, over R is the same as the transcendence degree of rl over R, 
which is clearly n. The Krull dimension of d’-l, is then also n ([I I], Chap. VII, 
Theorem 20) so the Krull dimension of (A40)sna, is ‘: II, and by Serre’s 
Theorem the projective modulus of (zl,)snA, is 5.1 II also; hence the corollar! 
follows from the theorem. 
('OKOLLXRY 2.7. In the precedin, 0 corollavv if 21 is rqulor and 11 -:I: 2 
4 - then .A is a Towber riq in the sense of [5]. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the above corollary and Theorem 
3.5 of [5]. 
From now on we assume that F is a formally real field, that is, a field in 
which a nontrivial sum of squares is never 0 (for a discussion of these fields 
see [4], Chap. T’I, Sections 1 and 2); otherwise our assumptions remain the 
same as in Section 2. In particular, we note specificallv that we arc not assum- 
ing K is formally real. 
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For any ideal j in F[X] we will denote by Z(J) the set of all common 
zeros of J in FS, i.e., 
Z(J) =: {X E F” / P(X) = 0 for all p E /I ; 
if/is the ideal generated by p, ,.,., pr we will also denote this by Z(pr ,..., pli). 
We consider W as a topological space with the topology induced by the 
F-topology in F”, so the closed sets in W are the sets of the form Z(J) n W. 
Of course max RscW~ is also a topological space, with the usual Zariski 
topology for the maximal spectrum. 
In Section 2 we defined an action of R on I’ (and hence on W) with values 
in K. This extends to an action of R,c,) on T/t7 in the obvious way: For any 
Y E R, s E S(W), and s E II’, (Y/S)(X) is defined to be Y(s)/s(x). This is per- 
missible since S(X) f 0. 
For any s E W let 
AIf,, : {u E Rsc,,,) ~ u(<x) 0) ; 
this is easily seen to be a maximal ideal in Ii,(,) . 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The map 
p : W - max Rscw, 
given by p(s) ~~ ill,. for all .x E W is a homeomorphism. 
Proof. Let p ,-+ p be the composition of the natural maps 
K[S] --f R --r Rscwj , 
and let x and y be different points of W; say xi # yi for some i I,..., s. 
Then (A’, - .ri)) is in M, but not in ;1f, , so M,, # M, , and p is one-to-one. 
Let M :-.. (at ,..., ak) be any maximal ideal in Ristw) . Multiplying the a,‘s 
by units in Rstw) does not change AZ, so we may suppose they are all in R; 
say a, y= pi , where p, E K[X] for each i. Define N(p) for any p E K[S] as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.1, and let 
then q E M, since each p, divides N(p,). Since fil is a proper ideal in Rscw) 
it follows that q cannot be a unit, so q must have a zero on W; say q(x) : = 0. 
Of course q(x) = z.i [N(pi)(x)]a and each N(p,)(z) EF, so this implies that 
every N@,)(x) =:- 0, and hence that every p,(x) -mm 0. Then M C Mz , 
and M is maximal, so M Mzz; hence the M,‘s are the only maximal ideals 
in Rstw) , and p is onto. 
Now let /be any ideal in Rscw,; as before, we may suppose / == ( pi ,..., p,J, 
where pi E K[X] for each i. Let each 
p, ::- p, + pile -( ... A pi &JP-l, 
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with pij EF[X] for all i and j. Then for any x E W p,(x) -= 0 if and only 
if P,~(x) = 0 for all j; thus J C Mz if and only if x E Z(p,, ,..., pij ,..., pk,&. 
From this it follows, for any W’ C W, that &IV’) = {Mz 1 J C AZ,} if and 
only if W =_ Z(.*.pjj .a.) n W; hence p(W’) is closed if and only if 
W’ is closed, and ZL is a homeomorphism. 
The hypotheses on K are satisfied trivially if K =z F, so W is also homeo- 
morphic to max(R,)s,(W) . Combining these two homeomorphisms gives 
COROLIARY 3.2. Max(R,),O(W) and max Rscw) are homeomorphic. 
In particular, of course, these two spaces have the same dimension. This 
dimension hounds the projective modulus of (Ra)s,(w) hy Serre’s Theorem, 
so this, together with Theorem 2.4, gives 
THEOREM 3.3. In the hypothesis of Theorem 2.4 assume in addition 
that F is a,formally real field. Then 
proj. mod. Rscw) -< d ’ [dim max R,c,,]. 
Of course dim max Z&c,) is in turn hounded by the transcendence degree 
of R over K (since this bounds the Krull dimension of R and hence also the 
Krull dimension of RS(w)) so the above theorem remains valid with dim 
max Rstw) replaced by this transcendence degree. In particular we have 
COROLLARY 3.4. In the context of Theorem 3.3, if the transcendence degree 
of R over K is < d then all projective R,(,j-modules are.free. 
The point is that in this situation the maximal spectrum of Rscw) can still 
be quite complicated; it is, after all, homeomorphic to W, and W can be any 
nonempty subset of I/. In particular it is easy to describe cases in which 
the dimension of max RscW) is equal to the transcendence degree of R over K; 
this happens, for example, if Z = (0) and W = F = F”. 
The rings Rscw, will not, in general, be finite integral domains in the sense 
of ([IO], Chap. I’, Section 4), but they do share with those rings the following 
important property. 
PROPOSITIOS 3.5. Let n be the transcendence degree of R over K, and let 
p be any prime ideal in Rscwf _ Then 
height(p) +- depth(p) .-= n. 
In particular, the Krull dimension of Rscw) is n. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 the Mz’s are the only maximal ideals in RscR’) , 
so p (7 AZ,, for some X. Then p n R C iVZz n R, and M, A R is clearly a 
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maximal ideal in R. Since the map p H p n R is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the prime ideals in Rscw) and the prime ideals in R disjoint from 
S(W), the proposition now follows from Theorem 20, Chap. VII, of [1 I] and 
Corollary 1 of that theorem. 
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